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LMS is a primary component of the central 
control system for LHD[l]. By using it we can 
exchange information for experiment and 
discharge condition, manage the sequence of 
experiment and plasma discharge. Moreover we 
can see LHD devices' typical status information. 
The detail specificati·on of operation data 
exchange protocol using LAN has been fixed and 
the application program for LMS server and 
interface between transmission program and 
application program has been completed. We are 
checking the test that those program run without 
trouble. 
In LMS, we exchange ·the operational 
information by using the Server/Client function 
of Database Software and TCP/lP socket 
connection. TCP/lP socket protocol is applied to 
all data exchange between data server computer 
(LMS computer) and operational computers for 
subsystem because various types of OS might be 
applied to subsystems. As shown in Fig.1 LMS 
computer is the server of TCP/lP socket 
connection and the operation data are exchanged 
by "Request-Reply" and "Event" methods. Here 
"Request-Reply" is the method that TCP/lP 
socket client computer sends request message and 
TCP/IP Socket is used as Transmission Protocol between GUI·Tenninals and Data Base Server In 
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receives reply message from TCP/IP socket 
server computer, where TCP/IP socket client 
computer can manage the timing of getting data. 
"Event" is the method that TCP/lP socket server 
computer sends event message when it wants to 
send data. 
Database access protocol is applied to data 
exchange between LMS computer and LMS 
display terminal in principle. However TCP/IP 
socket connection is also used when it is 
necessary to know the timing of data exchange 
each other. 
The computers for LMS are connected 
through the operational information LAN. Last 
year we constru~ted the optical fiber network in 
LHD experimental building and among LHD 
experimental supporting buildings except LHD · 
control building for operational information LAN 
and operational information transmission way. 
And we distributed the network devices and have 
used it experimentally[2]. In this year we 
extended the optical fiber network to the control 
building as shown in Fig.2 and distributed the 
network devices in the control building. The 
development sub-net LAN for LHD operational 
system have been separated from LHD 
operational LAN because the operational LAN 
needs the high-class security and the 
development sub-net LAN needs flexibility. 
[1] Annual Rep. ofNIFS, April1995-March 1996, 
NAGOYA, p46. 
[2] Annual Rep. ofNIFS, April1995-March 1996, 
NAGOYA, p45. 
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Fig.2 Optical fiber network for operational informati 
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